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Abstract - The block chain is a rapidly growing technology that can be adopted in a variety of use cases. The most common application is the famous bit coin crypto currency. The wider this technology spreads, more is the emphasis that has to be placed on the security aspect. Users can interact with the bitcoin network and the transaction block chain using software clients called ‘Wallets’. These wallets help a user to send and receive bit coins, and maintain a record of his/her transactions. This project aims to build a Hot Wallet for bitcoin storage and transactions in Hierarchical Deterministic structure using BIP0032 and BIP0039 algorithm. The application will be built using C++ for backend and ncurses as the User interface for the front end. Even RUST Programming language used in this project as security enhancement and although there are many wallets currently available to manage bit coin storage and Transactions, building a wallet from scratch will help us Experiment with the cryptography behind it, and maybe even use our own combination of cryptographic primitives.

This project conceptually follows hierarchical deterministic wallet structure. This wallet uses BIP 0032 and BIP 0039 Algorithm. HD wallet is able to generate an infinite number of keys from the seed (AKA Master Key) based on BIP 0032. It will generate keys in a hierarchical structure. This seed is technically 128-bit value and in layman terms, it is presented to the user as 12 words mnemonic words, which are nothing but 12 words English words. This seed contains wallet balance (list of private keys) so whenever you restore your wallet using seed (12 mnemonic words) the wallet fetches and restores all the private keys using BIP 0032. The HD wallet has advantage user needs to remember or note down only 12 mnemonic words (seed) with this words user can restore his wallet balance anywhere or any HD wallet. Also, the seed is used after 100,000 rounds of SHA256 which is added advantage to prevent it from cracking the seed. The wallet can generate the infinite number of unique receiving address thus providing the user with greater privacy and making user anonymous. This project is completely open source project and first project having libbitcoin library having the wrapper of RUST language as the security enhancement. It is primarily built for Linux based platform. Users can directly install this software in few easy steps with the help of terminal by cloning the project which is uploaded to GitHub repo, thus successfully running the bit coin wallet on the desktop.

1.1 Architecture Diagram

This architecture illustrates the structure of the HD wallet and its working.

Fig -1: Architecture Diagram for Hot Wallet for Bitcoin
The architecture diagram of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1. The seed generates an infinite number of keys in hierarchical deterministic (HD) Structure. At the initial stage, the HD wallet generates keys from the master key (AKA seed) in tree-like structure based on BIP 0032. This seed is also known as 12 mnemonic words in layman terms which are given to the user in order to restore the wallet. 12 mnemonics will restore all the private keys associated with it. Finally, it will fetch amount balance of the user restoring your wallet balance and transaction history. The wallet is able to generate an infinite number of addresses by appending a seed by a counter and is used to derive seemingly in tree-like structure hierarchically and sequentially. When the user restores a wallet using 12 mnemonic words (seed key), the wallet is able to drive all the private keys which are associated with it using BIP 0032. HD wallet produces the tree-like structure of keys without any errors since it uses the one-way SHA-256 hash algorithm. In this architecture, we can see that master key is able to create an infinite tree of cryptographic secrets conceptually in a Hierarchical deterministic structure. The wallet also uses BIP0039 which is bitcoin improvement proposal code for generating mnemonic words.

1.2 Implementation

The term implementation is the process of turning a designed solution into software. It is execution of a project idea, model, system design, system specification, standard, algorithm, or policy. Our Bitcoin Wallet built using the libbitcoin framework in C++ and JSON. All basic features of a wallet are supported. The HD architecture is followed as per the BIP32 protocol. The wallet connects to libbitcoin servers, which run full nodes, and send and get information from them. The application also makes use of the blockchain.info API to retrieve address balance and transaction history.

- Wallets configuration are JSON files. These JSON files are stored in the local disk soon after creating the wallet.
- The system can also import existing wallet by means of providing 12 words mnemonic words where wallet decrypts, fetches and extracts the list of private keys and transaction history balance associated with it.
- Upon sending the bitcoin to wallet asks blockchain.info where the balance of a given address is extracted, and the total balance is calculated given the addresses that are in use, it is achieved using libbitcoin’s fetch-utxo to extract the required UTXOs and transaction output indices.

Pseudocode:

Create Wallet/Load Wallet:

1. Start
2. if firstTime

2. Results and Discussions

Figure 2 shows the graphical representation of the CPU usage of hot wallet for bitcoin and Jaxx an existing desktop wallet. According to analyzed survey our wallet uses very less CPU power and it works smoothly on any Linux Distro flavors. From the above graph it can be inferred that the our project uses very less CPU compared to Jaxx Wallet.

Fig - 2: CPU Usage of Hot Wallet for Bitcoin and Jaxx

Fig - 3: Memory Usage of Hot Wallet for Bitcoin and Jaxx Wallet
Figure 3 shows the graphical representation of the memory usage of hot wallet for bitcoin and Jaxx an existing desktop wallet. Front end Ncurses of our project makes use of very low memory compared to other existing wallets. From the above graph it can be inferred that the our project uses very less memory compared to Jaxx Wallet.

3. CONCLUSIONS

This project is built using the libbitcoin library in C++ and JSON, currently we have two version: Alpha (Test net) and Beta (Mainnet) version. The front end is built using Ncurses. The library contains functions to handle the keys, create and broadcast transactions, etc. Future work will support other cryptocurrency to become a multi-currency wallet and the security can be enhanced using RUST language and enable multi-factor authentication for the wallet.
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